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Greetings to members & friends of the AMHF,

We have some good news from MQJ. Starting with, George was out and looked things over and
was pleased with all accomplishments. Then we were able to start the engines, warm them up,
cycle props, and do some other checks. We had some members there that had never heard or
seen the engines run and they had some big smiles and when does she fly? Both engines
started on the second try and just sat there and purred like a nice R2800 should do. We have a
couple of things to finish off but she should be all ready to start crew training and make the first
airshow come spring.
We have some inside work that will be going on through the winter and we have heat in the
building so it should not be bad; Especially, if the coffee is brewed and a container of
homemade cookies is sitting nearby. We still have a considerable amount of hardware to sort,
put in proper containers and placed in order on the shelves. There is also a back room full of
items that need to be identified and put in their proper place.

I would like you to remember November 11 is Veterans Day. So if you see a veteran or an
active military member how about a thumbs up, a smile, a thank you, and if the mood should
strike you maybe pick up their lunch tab.

I was on a business trip down to Tennessee this past week and it involved passage through the
Cumberland Gap. I have attached some pictures of what Granger Co. did to honor their
veterans and all others. My mind still has trouble trying to comprehend how Daniel Boone and
Davy Crockett were able to navigate this area not once but several times.
This is all I have to say because what follows is greater than anything I could say.
Be thankful,
Gaylon

Monument reads:
THIS MONUMENT IS TO HONOR ALL VETERANS PAST AND FUTURE FOR SERVICE TO THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

My hope would be that after looking at this we would be thankful for all of our veterans as well
as those currently serving our country protecting the freedoms that we take for granted each
day as we go safely about our lives.

